History

- 19 September 1990 country code top level domain .SU was registered in InterNIC Data Base. Zone manager was Soviet UNIX User Group and a tech support was provided by Kurchatov Institute and by Demos company.

- In 1991 domain .SU got status transitionally reserved for 50 years in ISO-3166-1

- In 1993 .SU zone was transferred to RIPN (RosNIIROS)

- In 1994 registration of domain names was frozen by .SU zone manager to develop .RU zone

- In December 2000 between RosNIIROS and Foundation for Internet Development (FID) was signed Memorandum of Understanding

- In April 2001 the Agreement on the participation of FID in .SU zone development was signed and Regulatory Committee of .SU Registry was founded. Since that time, FID performs the functions of a .SU domain administrator
History

- In 2002 domain names registration was opened again, but for trade marks owners only at first.
- And after that, in 2003 world wide domain registration was opened for everyone.
- In 2008 .SU got status exceptionally reserved in ISO-3166-1
- Since 2008 .SU has IDN registration
- In 2009 Coordination Center for TLD RU/РФ together with FID found Technical Center of Internet for purpose of technical maintain they Registries
- In 2011 zone .SU was signed DNSSEC
Registered 117,244 domain names

- Delegated: 89.56%
- Not delegated: 10.44%

Domain names age:
- < 1 year: 43.22%
- 1 year: 25.76%
- 2 years: 13.46%
- 3 years: 8.03%
- > 3 years: 9.53%
Statistic

- Most of the .SU domain names are using for websites 41.38% or landing pages 21.85%
- 90.45% domain names registered in Russian Federation, Ukraine on the second place, next Belorussia, Andorra and USA
- 32.45% domain names registered in Moscow, 10.87% Moscow region и 7.32% in Saint-Petersburg
- Most of the domain names belong to persons 78.5% and 21.5% to organizations
Registrars

Nowadays .SU ccTLD have 18 accredited Russian Registrars
Security

Competent organizations

GROUP IB
since 2015

BI.ZONE
since 2018

RU-CERT
since 2016

Банк России
since 2017
Security

The fight against the use of domain names for:

- Phishing
- Unauthorized access
- Malware spread
- Botnets C&C
Social activities

FID support several social projects:

- The kids online helpline
- Children in the information society journal
- Educational project
  - Talk to your child about the Internet
  - Be a buddy, not a bully
- Research projects
  - Generation Z: information and communication technologies as a cultural instrument of higher mental functions development
  - Cyber aggression and adolescents
Future

- Participation in the global domain policies development
- Investments in the development of the zone (marketing, advertising and etc)
- Promotion on the Asian and European market
- Establishing relationships with foreign Registrars
- Further development of the .SU zone security
- Transition to 10-year domain registration
- Participation in various social projects
Thank you!